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Radial Cutoffs and Holographic Entanglement

Brianna Grado-White, Donald Marolf, and Sean J. Weinberg

Department of Physics, University of California, Santa Barbara, CA 93106, USA

E-mail: brianna@physics.ucsb.edu, marolf@physics.ucsb.edu,
sjasonw@physics.ucsb.edu

Abstract: Tensor networks, T T̄ , and broader notions of a holographic principle all moti-
vate the idea that some notion of gravitational holography should persist in the presence
of a radial cutoff. But in the absence of time-reflection symmetry, the areas of Hubeny-
Rangamani-Takayanagi surfaces anchored to the radial cutoff generally violate strong sub-
additivity, even when the associated boundary regions are spacelike separated as defined
by both bulk and boundary notions of causality. We thus propose an alternate definition of
cutoff-holographic entropy using a restricted maximin prescription anchored to a codimen-
sion 2 cutoff surface. For bulk solutions that respect the null energy condition, we show
that the resulting areas satisfy SSA, entanglement wedge nesting, and monogamy of mutual
information in parallel with cutoff free results in AdS. These results hold even when the
cutoff surface fails to be convex.
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1 Introduction

There is a great deal of interest in generalizing the AdS/CFT correspondence so as to
rely less on the presence of an asymptotically AdS boundary. An ultimate goal would be
understand a notion of gravitational duality relevant to cosmology, and in particular to our
own apparently-inflating spacetime.

A possible first step toward this goal is start with a standard asymptotically-AdS
holographic set up, and then to remove the AdS boundary by introducing a finite radial
cutoff. This was idea behind the work of [1] and its generalizations (e.g. [2, 3]; see also [4]),
which posited that the introduction of such cutoffs was related to irrelevant deformations of
the dual CFT. Such radial cutoffs are naturally taken to define codimension 1 boundaries
at finite distance from the bulk, though we will emphasize the study of codimension 2
boundaries in sections 2-4.

More generally, the idea that some notion of holography should persist in the presence of
a radial cutoff is strongly motivated by tensor network models; see e.g.[5–12]. In any tensor
network, an arbitrary cut through the interior (perhaps defined by a cutoff surface) will
define a state living on that cut; see figure 1. Furthermore, in many cases where the original
tensor network defines an isometric embedding of a bulk Hilbert space into a boundary
dual, the same will be true of the cutoff network. Such ideas are closely related to the
surface/state correspondence suggested in [13], the entanglement of purification conjecture
[14, 15], and the construction of tensor networks on sub-AdS scales described in [16, 17].
See also [18, 19].
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Figure 1: A tensor network is a graphical depiction of a quantum state in a multipartite
Hilbert space. It also represents a circuit that prepares the state, consisting of tensors
Uk contracted over internal indices il. Left: A tensor network representing a state |ψ〉 ∈
He1 ⊗ ...⊗Hen and a magenta curve along which this network will be cut off. We use ej to
denote the links at the boundary of the network, though only one is labelled explicitly in
the figure. Right: Cutting off the tensor network at left defines a new tensor network which
constructs a different state |ψ′〉 ∈ He′1 ⊗ ... ⊗ He′m in a different Hilbert space associated
with the new boundary links e′j (again with only one labelled explicitly in the figure).

However, there remains the question of how to access the supposed quantum state
on the cutoff surface using bulk techniques, and in particular how to compute quantities
related to quantum information. In the time symmetric context, it would appear that the
Ryu-Takayanagi (RT) formula [20, 21] continues to give consistent results for entanglement
entropy in the presence of such cutoffs. In particular, in addition to the explicit checks
performed in [22], it is easy to see that the original proof of strong subadditivity (SSA)
[23] for contexts without cutoffs in fact continues to hold when one is present. Indeed,
the argument of [23] relies only on the fact that RT surfaces are minimal subsurfaces on a
common time slice, without regard to the nature of the geometry on that slice.

In dynamical contexts, however Hubeny-Rangamani-Takayanagi (HRT) surfaces an-
chored to a finite boundary may fail to be minimal subsurfaces of a common achronal
surface, even when their boundary anchor sets are spacelike separated with respect to the
bulk. In this context, SSA may simply fail to hold.

We discuss several examples of such SSA violations in sections 2.1.1 and 2.1.2 below.
Other cases violating HRT-SSA with a radial cutoff were recently studied in [24], where it
was found that entanglement wedge nesting failed as well. See also [25] for discussions of SSA
failures in de Sitter space. The examples of [24] were associated with a discrepancy between
bulk and boundary causality, as regions of the cutoff surface were spacelike separated with
respect to the induced metric on the cutoff surface but were nevertheless causally related
through the bulk. One might thus think that the SSA issue could be resolved by restricting
to boundary regions that are also spacelike separated through the bulk. However, the
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examples of 2.1.1 below will show explicitly that SSA violations can occur even in contexts
that respect bulk causality in this way.

Instead, the key feature of all violations turns out to be the failure of the relevant
extremal surfaces to be contained in a single domain of dependence within the cutoff bulk.
In the terminology of [13], this is called a failure of convexity. This means that entanglement
wedge nesting also fails again. But with regard to SSA, the domain of dependence issue in
particular implies that there cannot be a bulk achronal slice containing both the relevant
slice of the cutoff boundary and all of the extremal surfaces. As a result, and consistent
with the explicit violation in our examples, one cannot readily use the same proof strategy
of [23] as in the RT case. In particular, the HRT-SSA proof given for the cutoff free case
in [26] does not apply.

Improving the situation appears to require a new proposal for holographic entropy
in the presence of a radial cutoff. The above comparison with [26] immediately suggests
that we consider instead a maximin based construction, which in simple cutoff free cases
provides an alternate definition of holographic entanglement that turns out to be equivalent
to HRT. The maximin approach can also be used to establish SSA in the the case of a
convex cutoff surface [27]; see also [28, 29]. Now, as shown by the example in section 2.1.1,
the original maximin construction of [26] does not suffice. But realizing that we do not
currently understand what notion of causality might govern the propagation of information
and excitations in a (likely nonlocal) dual description on the cutoff surface, we will take
one further step and consider instead the restricted maximin procedure of [30] associated
with a codimension 2 cutoff surface γ rather than a codimension 1 radial cutoff. Restricted
maximin surfaces are confined by construction to the domain of dependence of an achronal
surface that ends on γ, so any extremal surface outside this domain must differ from the
associated restricted maximin surface. We will show below that the areas of our restricted
maximin surfaces do satisfy SSA, suggesting that these surfaces give a better definition
of holographic entanglement in settings with a radial cutoff. Indeed, we will see that in
time-symmetric settings this prescription reproduces the successful RT prescription much
better than does naive application of HRT. Entanglement wedge nesting and monogamy of
mutual information [31] will follow as well.

In fact, we will work below with a very general notion of “cutoff.” We consider any
smooth codimension 2 surface in any spacetime satisfying basic positive energy properties
(to be detailed below). In particular, we make no assumption that our spacetime with
boundary be constructed from an asymptotically AdS spacetime, or that its dynamics
involve a negative cosmological constant.

Before proceeding, we pause to give a very brief summary of the restricted maximin
approach from [30]. The construction begins by choosing a slice γ of the cutoff boundary,
so that γ is a codimension 2 surface with respect to the bulk. It then constructs a bulk
entangling surface for A ⊂ γ using a two step procedure that first minimizes the area of
surfaces homologous to A on each bulk achronal surface with boundary γ. We call these
achronal surfaces ‘Cauchy surfaces’ as we are interested only in the corresponding domain
of dependence. The second step then maximizes the above minima over all such Cauchy
surfaces. We use Mmγ(A) to denote the resulting restricted maximin surface. Here the
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Figure 2: Left: A restricted maximin surface is defined by a maximin construction on
Cauchy slices which are constrained to contain a codimension 2 surface γ. Right: For an
(unrestricted) maximin surface, Σ′ need not contain γ or A, but may instead meet γ only
on the subset ∂A.

term ‘restricted’ refers to the fact that in the second step, the boundary of the Cauchy
surfaces is held fixed, whereas the original (unrestricted) maximin procedure considered
all bulk Cauchy surfaces that include the much smaller set ∂A. In the contexts originally
studied in [26], unrestricted and restricted maximin surfaces turn out to coincide [30].

Interestingly, the recent works [32–41] on recovering the Page curve from quantum
extremal surfaces suggest a rather different motivation for fixing a codimension 2 surface
γ. In those works it was noted that codimension 2 boundaries are natural when the bulk is
not an isolated system. Time evolution then generally changes the entropies being studied,
so one must fix a slice of the codimension 1 boundary (and thus effectively a codimension 2
boundary) to obtain a well-defined answer. Fixing a codimension 2 boundary is thus natural
if the bulk inside the supposed cutoff surface continues to interact with the exterior; i.e., it
is natural if one regards the codimension 1 “cutoff” as merely a slice through a larger bulk
system as opposed to a true cutoff on the dynamics.

The remainder of the paper is organized as follows. We begin in section 2 by reviewing
known violations of strong subadditivity for HRT areas in the presence of a radial cutoffs.
This section also states various definitions and reviews certain useful results from prior
works. The proofs of restricted maximin strong subadditivity, entanglement wedge nesting,
and monogamy of mutual information for an arbitrary codimension 2 boundary γ are given
in section 3. Section 4 concludes with a brief discussion. An appendix contains some
additional results (not required for the main argument) showing that up to sets of measure
zero our restricted maximin surfaces either coincide with γ or are spacelike separated from
γ; i.e., null separations from γ are rare.
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2 Preliminaries

We begin by reviewing known violations of strong subadditivity (SSA) for HRT areas in
the presence of a finite radius cutoff. In each case, we will see that SSA is nevertheless
satisfied by restricted maximin areas. We then establish notation for the remainder of the
paper, formally define our restricted maximin surfaces, and review useful results from [26]
regarding null congruences that touch at a point.

2.1 Violations of HRT Strong Subadditivity

We now review several examples of strong subadditivity violations for HRT areas from [27]
and [42]. In each example, we will see that the restricted maximin areas in fact satisfy SSA.

2.1.1 Violations of Subadditivity Deep in the Bulk

Our first class of examples was described in [27]. In these situations, the HRT areas violate
not only strong subadditivity but also the weaker subadditivity inequality SA +SB ≥ SAB.
For simplicity, we consider the case of d + 1 = 3 bulk dimensions so that the codimension
2 cutoff surface γ is a curve. Specifically, we consider a case where γ contains two null
geodesic segments A and B, whose past ends coincide at some point p, and where A and
B are small enough that we may approximate the spacetime near them as flat Minkowski
space; see figure 3. In particular, A and B will then lie in a common timelike plane.
In the approximation that the spacetime is flat, the extremal surface x(A) associated with
subregion A coincides with A. Similarly, x(B) then coincides with B. However, the extremal
surface x(AB) will be a spacelike curve with S(AB) = |x(AB)| > 0, where |a| denotes the
proper length of the surface a. But A and B are null, so S(A) = |x(A)| and S(B) = |x(B)|
both vanish, violating subadditivity.

Suppose that we instead wish to use a standard maximin construction as in [26]. This
would require the specification of a codimension 1 cutoff surface. If we take this cutoff to
include the entire timelike plane containing A and B, then the maximin surfaces will again
be given by the extremal surfaces x(A) = A, x(B) = B, and x(AB) given above. So the
same violation would remain.

In contrast, the restricted maximin surfaces Mmγ(A), Mmγ(B), and Mmγ(AB) of A,B,
and AB are Mmγ(A) = A, Mmγ(B) = B, and Mmγ(AB) = AB. This is clear from the
fact that their areas all vanish, so they must be minimal on each allowed Cauchy surface.
Maximizing zero over all Cauchy surfaces gives zero, so they are restricted maximin surfaces
as claimed. Note that their vanishing areas satisfy both SA and SSA.

2.1.2 Violations of Strong Subadditivity Near the Boundary

A second violation of HRT-SSA arises when one imposes a simple radial cutoff on empty
global AdS3 [42]. Here we think of the cutoff as defined by a codimension 1 cylinder near
the boundary (see figure 4). The construction of the example proceeds in stages. One
first finds a situation saturating strong subadditivity. This may be done by starting with a
null plane in the bulk, and considering two spacelike boundary intervals A0 and C0 formed
by the intersection of this null plane and the cutoff cylinder. One also chooses another
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Figure 3: An example violating HRT subadditivity with a cutoff in an approximately flat
(2+1) dimensional bulk. On a codimension 2 cutoff γ (solid curve), we choose two subre-
gions, A (blue) and B (green). The cutoff γ is constructed so that A and B are null segments
intersecting in a timelike plane. The extremal surfaces x(A) and x(B) associated with A
and B respectively coincide with A and B. However, the extremal surface x(AB) (dotted
pink) associated with AB is a spacelike curve whose non-zero area violates subadditivity.

spacelike segment B0 that connects A0 and C0 as in figure 4. In the limit where the cutoff
surface becomes the original AdS boundary, A and C become null and the setup resembles
both that of [43] and [24].

Since the bulk spacetime is just empty AdS3, the HRT surfaces are known exactly. In
particular, the familiar statement that entanglement wedges and causal wedges coincide in
empty AdS3 means that the HRT surfaces associated with any combination of the regions
A0, B0, C0 must lie in the above null plane for any value of the cutoff. And since the
expansion of the null congruence generating this null plane vanishes, curves in the plane
can be deformed along the plane without changing their length so long as the endpoints of
the curves are held fixed. One thus finds

|x(A0B0C0)|+ |x(B0)| = |x(A0)|+ 2|x(B0)|+ |x(C0)|
= |x(A0B0)|+ |x(B0C0)|

(2.1)

so that strong subadditivity is saturated.
The key point is then that this example can be perturbed by translating the future

endpoints qA0 and qC0 of A0 and C0 in a future timelike direction to define new future
endpoints qA and qC (still spacelike separated from pA0 , pC0) and new intervals A,B and
C. Since the translation is an isometry, one finds |x(B)| = |x(B0)|. Further, since the past
endpoints pA0 , pC0 do not move, we have x(ABC) = x(A0B0C0) as shown in figure 4. But
x(AB) and x(BC) become closer to being null, so their lengths decrease. As a result, the
HRT areas now violate SSA.

Note that since the new endpoints lie to the future of the original null slice, the extremal
surfaces and intervals can no longer be placed in a common Cauchy slice. In particular,
though ABC remains achronal, x(ABC) is now in the past of B. Thus, x(ABC) cannot be
a restricted maximin surface. The actual restricted maximin surfaces are harder to identify,
but must satisfy SSA by Corollary 3 in section 3 below.

2.2 Definitions and Lemmas

We now state the notation and conventions that will be used in the remainder of the paper.
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Figure 4: An example where HRT areas saturate strong subadditivity on a cutoff surface.
Left: A null plane (green) in vacuum AdS3 with a cylindrical cutoff, marked intervals A0,
B0, C0, and the corresponding extremal surfaces x(A0), x(B0), x(C0). Right: A rough
sketch of the same setting in Poincaré coordinates centered on B0. The sketch becomes an
exact representation of the conformal structure in the limit where the spacelike intervals
A0, B0, and C0 are small in the sense that they are contained in a small neighborhood near
the top of the ellipse in the left panel.

Throughout this work we will take the bulk spacetime to be classical, smooth. The
spacetime is also assumed to satisfy 1) the Null Curvature Condition (NCC), Rabkakb ≥ 0,
for any null vector ka and 2) a so-called generic condition such that there is nonzero null
curvature Rabkakb or shear σabσab along any segment of any null curve. Note, however,
that strong subadditivity is a closed inequality (e.g. saturation is allowed) and that the
generic condition allows the above curvature or shear to be arbitrarily small. As a result,
a proof of strong subadditivity using the generic condition immediately implies that strong
subadditivity continues to hold even when the generic condition is not enforced. To see
this, one need only approximate the spacetime in which the generic condition fails (but all
other assumptions hold) by a sequence of generic spacetimes and take an appropriate limit.

In principle, we would like to allow the cutoff surface γ to be any closed codimension
2 achronal submanifold of the bulk spacetime. We emphasize that achronality is defined
by the bulk causal structure. Indeed, we introduce no notion of a codimension 1 boundary.
In fact, we could weaken the above condition to also allow portions of γ to lie along any
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Figure 5: An example violating of strong subadditivity for HRT areas with a cutoff in
vacuum AdS3. The setting in figure 4 has been deformed by acting with a small time
translation on the future endpoints qA0 and qC0 of A0 and C0 to define new future endpoints
qA, qC , and new intervals A,B, and C.

asymptotically locally anti-de Sitter (AlAdS) boundary (and so, in particular, we do not
require γ to be compact).

While the examples considered above include cutoff surfaces γ with sharp corners or
null components, we will take γ to be smooth and spacelike for the purposes of making
the arguments below. But again, because strong subadditivity is a closed inequality, a
proof for smooth spacelike γ immediately implies that strong subadditivity holds for e.g.
all piecewise smooth, achronal γ, as such a γ can be approximated by the appropriate limit
of a sequence of smooth spacelike curves.

The fact that we treat γ as a cutoff means that our bulk spacetime is the domain of
dependence D(γ) of an anchronal surface Σ with boundary ∂Σ = γ, so that we effectively
work in a the globally hyperbolic spacetime D(γ). We thus use the term Cauchy surface
to refer to Σ or any other achronal Σ′ with the same domain of dependence. We use Cγ to
denote the set of all such Cauchy surfaces for D(γ).

There are various possible subtleties associated with the fact that general Cauchy sur-
faces need not be smooth. It is not clear that all such subtleties were explicitly addressed
in the original maximin paper [26], and we will not attempt to do so here. We will instead
assume below that all relevant Cauchy surfaces Σ are at least piecewise smooth and leave
treatment of the more general case for future work. Note that the piecewise smooth case
allows points p on Σ where the space of tangent vectors at p depends on the direction from
which p is approached. We expect this generalization of the smooth case to be important, as
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our maximin procedure may give rise to surfaces Σ that partially coincide with the bound-
ary ∂D(γ). Failures of smoothness will certainly occur at caustics of the null congruences
along this boundary, and they may also arise when p lies at the boundary of Σ ∪ ∂D(γ).
We will similarly assume below that any maximin surface is piecewise smooth.

As one may expect, we will make significant use of the ingoing and outgoing future
pointing null congruences orthogonal to γ. We denote their affinely parametrized tangent
vectors respectively by ka and la respectively, with θk and θl the corresponding null expan-
sions.

Having established this notation and the above conventions, we now define our re-
stricted maximin surfaces in two steps.

Definition 2.1. For any subregion A ⊂ γ, and for each element Σ ∈ Cγ , let min(A,Σ) be
the codimension 2 surface in Σ which is anchored to ∂A, homologous to A within Σ, and
has minimal area consistent with the above constraints. If there are multiple such surfaces,
min(A,Σ) can refer to any of them.

Definition 2.2. The restricted maximin surface Mmγ(A) is then the minimal surface min(A,Σ)

whose area is maximal with respect to variations over surfaces Σ ∈ Cγ . By contrast, x(A)

will by used to denote the smallest extremal surface anchored to ∂A.

We also mention the following two lemmas that will be used in the next section.

Lemma 1. The boundary of D(γ) is ∂D(γ) = L+ ∪ L− ∪ γ where L+ is the set of points
p /∈ γ that are reached by null geodesics along the vector field k which start at γ and which
have not arrived at any conjugate point or nonlocal geodesic intersection before reaching p.
L− is defined similarly with k replaced by −l. Note that L± includes points on caustics.

This lemma is precisely Theorem 1 of [44] restated in our particular context using the
above notation. As a result, it follows immediately from their argument.

Lemma 2. Suppose N1 and N2 are two smooth null congruences that are tangent at some
point p on a Cauchy surface Σ. If N2 is nowhere to the (chronological) past of N1, then
in any sufficiently small neighborhood of p, either i) N1 and N2 coincide, or ii) there exists
a point y at which θN2 > θN1 . Here we may use any smooth map between N1 and N2 to
compare points on the two surfaces.

This lemma is Theorem 4 of [26]. Because we will often wish to study congruences
which are not obviously smooth, we pause to state the following immediate corollary, which
we number zero for later convenience.

Corollary 0. Note that both cases (i) and (ii) of Lemma 2 require θN2(x) ≥ θN1(x). Indeed,
equality is manifest in case (i), and otherwise θN2(y) > θN1(y) in sufficiently small neigh-
borhoods of x. Since the inequality θN2(x) ≥ θN1(x) is closed, it must also hold whenever
N1, N2 can be approximated by pairs of smooth congruences that are tangent at x, even
if N1, N2 are not smooth themselves. When θN2(x) or θN1(x) is ill-defined, we understand
the inequality to hold for all smooth approximating congruences1. This allows one to deal

1Alternatively, one may treat the corresponding null expansions as having delta-function-like terms at
places where piece-wise smooth codimension 2 surfaces from which they are orthogonally launched fail to
be C1.
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with the case where N1, N2 have caustics or non-local intersections at x. And this in turn
means that we can apply the result to congruences launched orthogonally from codimension
2 surfaces that are only piecewise smooth, and perhaps in worse cases as well.

Figure 6: The lines depict spacelike cuts of null congruences N1 and N2, tangent at a
point. N2 is nowhere to the past of N1 and is thus expanding faster by Lemma 2

As a final preliminary remark, we recall that [26] suggested that one may always choose
a maximin surface that is stable in the following sense: when a Cauchy surface Σ on which
Mmγ(A) is minimal is deformed to a nearby Cauchy surface Σε, the minimal surface on Σε

should remain close to Mmγ(A). Indeed, it was suggested that when Mmγ(A) is unique it
is always stable and, when it is not, that at least one of the allowed choices will be stable
(and one should make such a choice). When Mmγ(A) is both spacelike and smooth, this
follows by the technical argument in section 3.5 of [26]. But more generally the proof is
incomplete. Below, we follow both [26] and [30] in simply assuming this property to hold
and studying its implications.

3 Main Results

In deriving the desired results, we will follow the same basic proof strategy as in [26]. The
first ingredient in this strategy is the realization that the expansions of null congruences
orthogonal to maximin surfaces Mmγ(A) are significantly constrained. In particular, Claim
2 below will establish that at any point p ∈ Mmγ(A) with p 6∈ γ, null congruences orthogonal
to Mmγ(A) that do not immediately leave D(γ) have non-positive expansion. For example,
if p ∈ L+, then it can have positive expansion θl, but the expansions θk, θ−k, θ−l must be
non-positive. In particular, θk = −θ−k will vanish.
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The second ingredient is the notion of joint (restricted-) maximin surfaces. Such
surfaces are defined by choosing arbitrary c, d > 0 and considering the quantity Z =

cArea(XA)+dArea(XB). In particular, for each Σ′ ∈ Cγ , we define the surfaces min(Z,Σ′)A
and min(Z,Σ′)B to be the surfaces that minimize Z, subject to the constraint that XA and
XB are codimension 2 surfaces in Σ′ anchored respectively to ∂A and ∂B, and satisfying
associated homology constraints on Σ′. Note that since c, d > 0, the surfaces min(Z,Σ′)A
and min(Z,Σ′)B must each be separately minimal on Σ′. So for all such c, d, we have
min(Z,Σ′)A = min(A,Σ′) and min(Z,Σ′)B = min(B,Σ′). The joint restricted-maximin
surfaces YA and YB are then defined by maximizing Z with respect to variations of Σ′. We
assume that YA and YB are stable in parallel with our assumption regarding Mmγ(A).

By construction, the joint restricted-maximin surfaces are both minimal on the same
slice Σ. As a result, for such surfaces we can use the minimal surface argument of [23] to
establish SSA. Indeed, while SSA involves three regions of γ, and thus three surfaces in the
bulk, it turns out to be enough to work with pairs A,B of regions of γ that are nested in
the sense that A ⊂ B. As a result, SSA for the original restricted maximin surfaces will
follow if we can show that they agree with joint restricted-maximin surfaces for nested pairs
B ⊃ A.

An important component of doing so is to show that, at least when B ⊃ A, the
expansions of null congruences orthogonal to YA, YB obey precisely the same constraints
as those described above for null congruences orthogonal to Mmγ(A) and Mmγ(B). For
clarity, we state such results for YA, YB below as corollaries to the corresponding claims for
Mmγ(A),Mmγ(B), explaining any additional relevant details.

With the above-mentioned results about null expansions in hand, at least when B ⊃ A,
one can indeed establish that YA = Mmγ(A) and YB = Mmγ(B). The main idea is to
use the above results for null expansions to show that failure to coincide is inconsistent
with Mmγ(A) or Mmγ(B) being minimal on any Cauchy slice Σ. A key tool in such
comparisons is the notion introduced in [26] of the representative ỹ(Σ) on a Cauchy slice
Σ of a codimension 2 achronal surface y. The precise definition we use largely follows the
presentation in [30], but fixes issues associated with the fact that Cauchy surfaces Σ become
null:

Definition 3.1. We begin with a spacetime-codimension 2 achronal surface y lying in a
Cauchy slice Σ′, and which is homologous within Σ′ to some boundary region A. (Note
that since Σ′ is codimension 1 in the spacetime, y is codimension 1 with respect to Σ′.) Given
another Cauchy surface Σ, representatives ỹ(Σ) are defined by observing that y splits the
original slice Σ′ into two pieces: Σ′A (with boundary y∪A) and Σ′

Ā
(with boundary y∪ Ā).

Let the associated domains of dependence be D(Σ′A) and D(Σ′
Ā

) with boundaries ∂D(Σ′A)

and ∂D(Σ′
Ā

). A representative ỹ(Σ) on Σ of y is a codimension 2 surface homologous to A
within Σ that contains y ∩ γ and lies in both Σ and ∂D(Σ′A)∪ ∂D(Σ′

Ā
). Note that at least

one representative must exist on any Σ since both Σ and Σ′ are Cauchy surfaces for Dγ

and thus both contain γ itself. In particular, when Σ is spacelike, two possible choices of
representative are Σ ∩ ∂D(Σ′A) and Σ ∩ ∂D(Σ′

Ā
). One may sometimes wish to state which

such representative one chooses, but in fact the choice of representative will not matter for
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our purposes below.

This definition becomes useful when combined with the above results about null expan-
sions. Since ỹ(Σ) ⊂ ∂D(Σ′A) ∪ ∂D(Σ′

Ā
), each point on y(Σ) can be reached from a distinct

point on y by following a generator of a null congruence orthogonal to y that remains in
D(γ), and where the generator is free of conjugate points or non-local self-intersections. If
y is a connected component of a restricted maximin surface or a joint restricted-maximin
surface then, and if y itself does not lie in Σ, the generic condition and the above-mentioned
results from Claim 2 and Corollary 2 guarantee the area of ỹ(Σ) to be strictly smaller than
that of y. Here it is important that ỹ(Σ) contains y ∩ γ so that, at such points (where
the null expansions are not controlled), the null geodesic is followed only for vanishing
affine-parameter distance.

One can now quickly conclude that YA = Mmγ(A). Since both surfaces are of the form
min(Σ′, A), the maximization step of the maximin procedure implies Area(Mmγ(A)) ≥
Area(YA). But if YA does not coincide with Mmγ(A), then we may choose the Cauchy
surface Σ on which Mmγ(A) is minimal so that at least part of YA does not lie on this
surface2. The representative ỸA(Σ) on Σ of YA must then have smaller area than YA,
contradicting minimality of Mmγ(A) on Σ. The identical argument also proves that YB
coincides with Mmγ(B). Entanglement wedge nesting then follows from the fact that
YA, YB are minimal on the same slice Σ and thus cannot cross. Strong Subadditivity and
Monogamy of mutual information follow as well.

This completes our summary of the overall proof strategy. As in [30], the full proofs
below repeatedly use the fact that portions of Mmγ(A) lying entirely in the interior of D(γ)

will behave much like the maximin surfaces of [26]. As a result, we typically proceed by
studying various cases, depending on whether relevant points lie in the interior, on L+ or
L−, or on γ. When dealing with L±, we will focus on studying L+ with the understanding
that analogous results immediately follow for L−. Furthermore, even in dealing with issues
associated with the boundary of D(γ), the arguments below largely follow the structure of
the derivations in [26].

Before proceeding, we remind the reader that we will treat every relevant Cauchy
surface and every restricted maximin surface as being piecewise smooth. Proving this to be
the case, or showing that the results hold more generally is an important open issue that
is beyond the scope of this work.

3.1 Details of the argument

We now fill in the details of the argument sketched above, breaking the derivation into
three separate claims regarding Mmγ(A), together with two corollaries for joint restricted-
maximin surfaces. The third claim establishes entanglement wedge nesting, and the other
main results of SSA and Monogamy of Mutual Information are then an additional corollary.

2The stability condition implies that if Mmγ(A) is minimal on some Σ0, then it is also minimal on all
nearby slices Σε that coincide with Σ0 on some open set around Mmγ(A). So since maximality forbids
YA ⊂ Mmγ(A) with YA 6= Mmγ(A), for YA 6= Mmγ(A) the condition will hold for some Σε.
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Claim 1. Suppose p, q ∈ Mmγ(A), with p 6= q and neither p nor q in γ. Then p, q are
spacelike separated.

Proof. Since p, q ∈ Mmγ(A), the points lie in a common Cauchy surface. This means that
they cannot be connected by any timelike curve. So to establish the desired result, we need
only exclude the possibility that they might be connected by a null curve. The argument
proceeds in two steps: (a) We first show that p, q cannot be connected by a null curve η
lying in Mmγ(A). (b) We then show that p, q cannot be connected by any null curve η.

(a) As argued in [26], (unrestricted) maximin surfaces cannot become null at any point
y. This can be seen by realizing that, if they were null at some y, then the Cauchy slice
containing the surface could be deformed slightly in a neighborhood of y to be everywhere
spacelike. Stability of maximin surfaces then requires the minimal surface in the new
Cauchy surface be nearby. The fact that a spacelike piece of the new surface is obtained by
deforming a null and nearly null piece of the maximin surface means that its area is greater
than that of the maximin surface at first order in the deformation. But this contradicts the
fact that the maximin surface is maximal with respect to variations in the Cauchy slice.
Thus there can be no point y at which the unrestricted maximin surface becomes null, and
the surface can contain no null curves.

This argument depends only on variations in a neighborhood of y, and thus carries
over unchanged to our restricted maximin construction if any portion of the null curve
η ∈ Mmγ(A) lies in the interior of D(γ). But in fact the argument also holds when the
case where η lies in ∂D(γ), as the Cauchy surface can still be deformed to a spacelike slice
using a diffeomorphism generated by a vector field that points into the interior on ∂D(γ).

(b) We now extend this result to null curves η that are not contained in Mmγ(A). We
argue by contradiction, assuming that η exists and, without loss of generality, taking p to
lie to the future of q. We consider in detail the case where p and q lie in L+, so any null
curve connecting them must be a null generator of L+. Other cases follow similarly, or
by arguments that are even more nearly identical to those of Thm 14 of [26]. As in [26],
the proof is unchanged if we take p and q to be contained in distinct members of a pair of
joint restricted-maximin surfaces YA, YB. The latter case (which we list a separate corollary
below) will be critical in the proof of Claim 3 below. To make it clear that the argument
also applies in that context, in the remainder of this proof we will write q ∈ YB and p ∈ YA,
where YA and YB can be either different joint restricted-maximin surfaces or just different
subsets of Mmγ(A).

Since p ∈ L+, it lies on some null generator of L+. Because Σ is an achronal surface
containing p and γ, Σ must also contain the part of that null generator lying to the past of p.
As in figure 7, we can compare the future-directed ingoing null congruence NB orthogonal
to YB with the future-directed ingoing null congruence orthogonal to YA. Note that NB

must contain p since NB ⊂ D(γ) and the only such future-directed null geodesic at q ∈ L+

which remains in D(γ) is the generator of L+ that connects q with p.
Now, since YA and YB lie on the same achronal slice, YB cannot enter the chronological

past of YA. Similarly, the part of NB to the future of YB cannot enter the chronological
past of YA, and must in fact be nowhere to the past of NA near p. We may thus apply
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Corollary 0 from Section 2, so that θk(B, p) ≥ θk(A, p). The generic condition then implies
that either θk(B, q) > 0 or θk(A, p) < 0.

To proceed, we introduce the extrinsic curvature one-form tr(KB) ≡ KB
i dx

i of YB.
Since Σ contains the entire null generator of L+ to the past of p (down to, but not including
γ), it must be smooth along k at q. Using the fact that YB is minimal on Σ then yields
KB
i k

i = 0 at q, and thus θk(B, q) = 0.
Our dichotomy above then requires θk(A, p) < 0, and thus that θ−k(A, p) > 0. The

latter refers to the past-directed null congruence. We may also say that −k points outward
(towards YB) along Σ from YA. But YA will also have an inward pointing normal in Σ,
which we denote v. (If Σ is only piecewise smooth then v can differ from k.) Since YA
is minimal on Σ, we have KA

i v
i ≥ 0. Note the the codimension 2 extrinsic curvature KA

i

of Mmγ(A) is well-defined3 even if Σ fails to be smooth at Mmγ(A). Since the above null
expansion requires −KA

i k
i > 0, the vectors −ki and vi cannot be diametrically opposed so,

to remain tangent to the achronal surface Σ, vi must point in a spacelike or null past-inward
direction; see again figure 7.

We can now consider deforming Σ to the past infinitesimally at p. Since the area of
YA (or a positively weighted sum involving the area of YA) is maximal with respect to
variations of Σ, there must be some vector ui at p that is orthogonal to YA, points to the
past of Σ, and which has KA

i u
i ≤ 0. But since YA has spacetime codimension two, this ui

must be a linear combination of vi and −ki. Furthermore, since ui points to the past of
Σ, it must be a positive linear combination of these vectors (see again figure 7). But this
implies KA

i u
i > 0, contradicting the conclusion above.

By contrast, note that if q ∈ γ then θk(B, q) need not be strictly zero (as minimality
on Σ only requires θk(B, q) ≥ 0). And if θk(B, q) > 0, then θk(A, p) may also be positive.
Thus, we cannot rule out possible null separations between p and q if q ∈ γ (as consistent
with the statement of the claim).

Corollary 1. Consider the joint restricted-maximin surfaces YA, YB defined by choosing
c, d > 0 and performing restricted maximin using quantity Z = cArea(XA) + dArea(XB).
Here we require that XA, XB are codimension 2 surfaces anchored respectively to ∂A and
∂B and satisfying associated homology constraints on each Cauchy slice. As described
above, this results in a pair of surfaces YA, YB that are minimal on the same slice Σ. Let
p ∈ YA and q ∈ YB. If neither p nor q are in γ, then either p = q or p, q are spacelike
separated.

The argument is identical to that for Claim 1. This corollary will be useful below in
much the same way as in [26].

Claim 2. Suppose p ∈ Mmγ(A) with p /∈ ∂D(γ). Then, Mmγ(A) is extremal at p. If
p ∈ L±, then θ(p) ≤ 0 for any null congruence orthogonal to Mmγ(A) that is directed into
the interior of D(γ). Furthermore, θk = 0 for p ∈ L+ and θl = 0 for p ∈ L−. As a result,

3If Mmγ(A) is only piece-wise smooth, one may consider a family of smooth approximating surfaces.
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Figure 7: Consider two surfaces YA and YB as in Claim 1 which are constructed on the
same slice Σ. Points q on YB and p on YA cannot have null separated points. NB(q) is the
null congruence orthogonal to YB at q and NA(p) is the null congruence orthogonal to YA
at p. This null congruence must bend towards the orthogonal vector v, because YA must
stay contained in Σ (and so remain spacelike separated to YB). This places constraints of
the relative signs of the expansions of the null congruences, which can in turn be used to
contradict the maximality of the areas YA and YB along Σ.

at any point p ∈ Mmγ(A) with p 6∈ γ, null congruences orthogonal to Mmγ(A) that do not
immediately leave D(γ) have non-positive expansion.

Proof. The analogous result for unrestricted maximin surfaces was proven in [26]. Since
the arguments are local at p, they also establish Claim 2 for p /∈ ∂D(γ). By similar
reasoning, even if p ∈ L+ minimality of Mmγ(A) on Σ implies that Mmγ(A) is extremal
along directions within Σ.

Note that the arguments of Claim 1 above show that Σ must be smooth at p. Otherwise,
minimality along the two tangent vectors of Σ, −k and v, would imply that the area of
Mmγ(A) could be increased by varying Σ to the past at p, contradicting maximality of
Mmγ(A).

Since Σ is smooth at p, it must be tangent to the k direction at p. Minimality of
Mmγ(A) on Σ then gives KA

i k
i = 0, and hence θk = 0.

We can now consider the null expansion in the l direction. In the maximization step of
the maximin procedure, Σ can be freely varied in the l direction into the interior of ∂D(γ)

at points near p. Maximality over these variations implies KA
i l

i ≤ 0, which in turn implies
θl ≤ 0. Of course, similar arguments hold for p ∈ L−.
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Again, the argument generalizes to yield analogous results for the joint restricted-
maximin surfaces YA, YB defined as in Corollary 1 by performing a restricted maximin
procedure on Z = cArea(XA) + dArea(XB). However, this time the generalization requires
a bit more work as explained below:

Corollary 2. Let YA, YB be defined as in Corollary 1 for nested regions B ⊃ A, and consider
p ∈ YA∪YB with p /∈ ∂D(γ). Then, YA∪YB is locally an extremal surface at p. In particular,
if YA and YB coincide at p then they must do so in a neighborhood of p. Furthermore, if
p ∈ L±, then θ(p) ≤ 0 for any null congruence emanating from YA ∪ YB that is directed
into the interior of D(γ). We also have θk = 0 for p ∈ L+ and θl = 0 for p ∈ L−. As a
result, at any point p ∈ Mmγ(A) with p 6∈ γ, null congruences orthogonal to YA or YB that
do not immediately leave D(γ) have non-positive expansion.

Proof. For p /∈ ∂Dγ , the key fact is that minimal surfaces on the same slice Σ′ cannot touch,
cross, or coincide, except in the case where an entire connected component of min(A,Σ′)

coincides with an entire connected component of min(B,Σ′). At a point p where the
surfaces coincide, maximizing one area under local variations of the Cauchy surface also
clearly maximizes the other4. So extremality of YA and YB at such points follows from
the same argument as for Mmγ(A). Furthermore, Corollary 1 states that (except on full
connected components where YA, YB coincide), points on YA are spacelike separated from
points on YB. On portions where they do not coincide, the stability requirement implies
that we may then freely vary the Cauchy slice in the neighborhood of one surface without
affecting the area of the other. So again extremality of YA, YB follows in precisely the same
way as for Mmγ(A).

It remains only to consider p ∈ L±. We focus on the case p ∈ L+, with the under-
standing that the time-reversed remarks hold for L−. There are three cases to consider
below.

Case 1 : Suppose p ∈ L+ lies in YA but not in YB. Recall that Corollary 1 states that
no two points on these surfaces can be null separated if neither one is on γ. (They cannot
be separated by a null ray that runs through the bulk, nor by a null generator contained in
∂D(γ)). Because minimal surfaces on the same slice cannot cross, if YA has a point on some
generator k of L+, then YB must have a point q ∈ γ along the same generator. Since q ∈ γ,
it lies in all Cauchy surfaces and changes in Z resulting from local variations of the Cauchy
surface near the generator k receive no contributions from YB. Applying the arguments of
Claim 2 to such variations then establish the desired results for YA (and the results for YB
hold vacuously).

Case 2 : Suppose p ∈ L+ lies in YB but not in YA. Then we may again use Corollary
1 to show that if YB has a point in L+ on some generator k then YA cannot intersect that
generator at all. As a result, one is free to vary the Cauchy surface near k without affecting
the area of YA. Applying the arguments of Claim 2 to such variations then proves the
desired results for YB (and the results for YA hold vacuously).

4The fact that variations of Σ may cause YA, YB to separate from each other can affect the areas only at
second order since both surfaces are minimal on the original Cauchy slice, and since we now consider only
interior points where such minimal surfaces must be smooth.
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Case 3 : Finally, suppose that YA and YB coincide at p ∈ L+. Below, we will show that
YA and YB cannot just touch at such a point p, but must in fact must coincide on finite
regions whose boundaries must lie in γ. Applying the arguments of Claim 2 then shows
that a weighted sum of the A,B null expansions at p will satisfy the claim. But since both
surfaces define the same null congruences and null expansions near p, the same must be
true for the expansions of the individual null congruences orthogonal to YA and YB.

The argument for coincidence of YA and YB on the above finite region will roughly
follow the proof of Claim 1, though now p and q coincide. As above, we can compare the k
directed null congruence NB(p) from YB at p to the k directed null congruence NA(p) from
YA at p. As in Claim 1, because YA and YB lie on the same achronal slice, because minimal
surfaces on the same slice cannot cross, and because A ⊂ B, we must have NA nowhere to
the past of NB. Corollary 0 then requires θk(B, p) ≥ θk(A, p).

We further consider the extrinsic curvature tr(KB) ≡ KB
i dx

i of YB and the analogous
tr(KA) ≡ KA

i dx
i. Note that Σ must contain the full generator of L+ to the past of p.

Because YA and YB are minimal on Σ, we have KB
i (−ki) ≥ 0 and KA

i (−ki) ≥ 0, where
−ki is the past-directed tangent vector to Σ which points along the generators of L+ at p.
Thus, θk(B, p) ≤ 0 and θk(A, p) ≤ 0.

Combining the two preceding paragraphs then requires either θk(A, p) = θk(B, p) = 0

or θk(A, p) < 0. In the latter case, we can continue to follow the arguments of Claim 1.
Σ will possess some other tangent vector normal to YA, which points to the interior. We
call this vector vi. Minimality on Σ implies KA

i v
i ≤ 0. However, because θk(A, p) < 0,

KA
i (−k)i > 0, Thus, vi cannot point along the k direction, and vi must point in a spacelike

or null past direction into the interior of YA. We can now consider pushing Σ to the past
infinitesimally at p. Since YA and YB have maximal area with respect to variations of Σ,
pushing Σ to the past, along some vector ui must decrease the area of YA and YB, such that
Kiu

i ≤ 0. But ui must be a positive linear combination of vi and −ki, implying Kiu
i > 0

and contradicting the previous line. Thus, θk(A, p) = θk(B, p) = 0.
We now consider the set C on which the surfaces coincide, and in particular the con-

nected component C0 ⊂ C that contains p. Since the surfaces are continuous, C0 must be
closed. Thus any point q in the boundary of C0 must also lie in C. But if q lies in the
interior of D(γ), then we have θk(A) = θk(B) = 0 at all points near q (as these also lie in
the interior). Lemma 2 then requires our surfaces to coincide on a larger set, contradicting
the fact that q lies at the boundary of C0.

Similarly, if q ∈ L+, then all nearby points are in L+ or the interior. So by the
arguments of the above cases θk for each surface must vanish on a larger set. Thus Lemma
2 again requires the surfaces to coincide on a larger set and yields a contradiction. The
case q ∈ L− is similarly forbidden by the time-reversed argument. The only remaining
possibility is that ∂C0 ⊂ γ as claimed. This completes the proof of Corollary 2.

As described in the introduction to this section, the above results are sufficient to
guarantee that for A ⊂ B the joint restricted-maximin surfaces YA, YB agree with Mmγ(A)

and Mmγ(B). It then follows that Mmγ(A) and Mmγ(B) lie on a common Cauchy surface
Σ0, on which they are both minimal. Nesting of the associated entanglement wedges then
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follows from the fact that minimal surfaces on Σ0 cannot cross. We use the notation EW (A)

to denote the entanglement wedge of A and thus write EW (A) ⊂ EW (B). As usual, we
use bulk causality to covariantly define EW (A). Thus we have:

Claim 3. If A and B are regions with A ⊂ B, Mmγ(A) and Mmγ(B) are minimal on a
common Cauchy slice Σ ∈ Cγ . This also implies EW(A) ⊂ EW(B).

Proof. The full proof was given in the introduction to this section. Note that as opposed
to the original maximin surfaces of [26], for boundary regions A ⊂ B the intersection
Mmγ(A) ∩Mmγ(B) can be very general. But as in the proof of Corollary 2, except when
Mmγ(A) and Mmγ(B) coincide on finite regions, non-trivial intersections of Mmγ(A) with
Mmγ(B) are confined to the boundary γ and thus lie in all Cauchy slices.

Having established that the maximin surfaces of nested subregions are minimal on a
common Cauchy slice, SSA and monogamy of mutual information follow quickly by adapting
the original SSA argument of [23] and the monogamy argument of [31]. This discussion is
identical to that of [26], but we repeat it for completeness below.

Corollary 3. Our restricted maximin construction satisfies strong subadditivity and nega-
tivity of tripartite mutual information (aka monogamy of mutual information).

Proof. Let A,B and C be non-overlapping regions in γ. Since B ⊂ A ∪ B ∪ C, we know
that there exists a single surface Σ ∈ Cγ with Mmγ(B) and Mmγ(A∪B ∪C) both minimal
on Σ. As shown in figure 8, the same surgery argument as in [23, 26] requires

Area(Mmγ(B)) + Area(Mmγ(A ∪B ∪ C)) ≤ Area(min(A ∪B,Σ)) + Area(min(B ∪ C,Σ))

. But Area(min(A∪B,Σ)) < Area(Mmγ(A∪B)) and Area(min(B∪C,Σ)) < Area(Mmγ(B∪
C)) by the definition of Mmγ .

Monogamy of mutual information is handled similarly. We take Σ such that Mmγ(A),
Mmγ(B), Mmγ(C) and Mmγ(A∪B ∪C) are all simultaneously minimized on Σ. then, the
surgery argument implies that

Area(Mmγ(A)) + Area(Mmγ(B)) + Area(Mmγ(C)) + Area(Mmγ(A ∪B ∪ C))

≤Area(min(A ∪B,Σ)) + Area(min(A ∪ C,Σ)) + Area(min(B ∪ C,Σ))

from which the inequality follows. �

4 Discussion

Our work above studied possible definitions of holographic entropy in bulk spacetimes
with a radial cutoff. In particular, we focused on globally hyperbolic bulk regions that
one may think of as domains of dependence for some achronal surface Σ with boundary
∂Σ = γ. We think of the surface γ as defining the cutoff, even though it is codimension
2 in the full spacetime. It may also be useful to think of γ as an achronal slice of some
codimension 1 timelike surface, whether the latter is a strict cutoff or just a partition of
the bulk into two parts. While the areas of HRT surfaces anchored to γ can generally
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Figure 8: The argument for strong subadditivity, with boundary subregions A,B, and
C. By Claim 3, the surfaces Mmγ(ABC) and Mmγ(B) are minimal on a common Cauchy
slice Σ. Note that we can also form a curve anchored to ∂(ABC) by following dashed
lines along min(AB)1 and min(BC)1. A curve anchored to ∂B can likewise be found
by following the dotted lines along min(AB)2 and min(BC)2. However, minimality on
Σ means that Area[Mmγ(ABC)] ≤ Area[min(AB)1 ∪ min(AB)1] and Area[Mmγ(B)] ≤
Area[min(AB)2 ∪ min(AB)2]. Furthermore, Area[min(AB)] ≤ Area[Mmγ(AB)] and
Area[min(BC)] ≤ Area[Mmγ(BC)] by the maximization step of restricted max-
imin. Thus AreaMmγ(ABC) + AreaMmγ(B) ≤ Area(min(AB)1) + Area(min(AB)2) +

Area(min(BC)1)+Area(min(BC)2) ≤ Area(Mmγ(AB))+Area(Mmγ(BC)) andstrong sub-
additivity holds. A similar argument holds in cases where regions A,B,C do not meet at
their boundaries.

violate strong subadditivity (SSA), or even just subadditivity, we argued that the areas
of similarly anchored restricted maximin surfaces will satisfy both SSA and monogamy of
mutual information. Any other maximin-provable holographic entropy inequality [45] will
of course follow as well.

The above qualifier ‘restricted’ means that the maximization is only with respect to
achronal surfaces Σ with boundary ∂Σ = γ. This restriction is important, as the example of
section 2.1.1 shows that SSA can fail for the areas of unrestricted maximin surfaces in pre-
cisely the same manner as for HRT areas. Appendix A establishes further properties of our
restricted maximin surfaces not required for the main argument, but which may be useful
in the future. In particular, up to sets of measure zero it shows that our restricted maximin
surfaces either coincide with γ or are spacelike separated from γ; i.e., null separations from
γ are rare.

As in the previous works [26, 30] we have neglected certain technical issues associated
with proving that our restricted maximin surfaces can be chosen to be stable, and also with
the fact that general Cauchy surfaces are not piece-wise smooth. We hope that such points
will be addressed in the near future, though we note that almost 30 years past before similar
issues were fully resolved by [46] in the context of the Hawking area theorem [47].

An interesting feature of our construction is that restricted maximin surfaces often have
regions that coincide exactly with portions of γ. This would not occur for an HRT surface
except on portions of γ that happen to be extremal. However, it is clear that the same
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phenomenon does often occur for RT surfaces defined by minimizing areas over subsurfaces
of some time-symmetric slice Σ. For example, in flat space it occurs whenever Σ fails to
be convex; see figure 9. Our restricted maximin procedure is thus more similar to the RT
prescription in the presence of a cutoff than is naive application of HRT.

Figure 9: A time-symmetric example where γ fails to be convex, and consequently Mmγ(A)

(and the RT surface associated with A) would coincide with γ along some portion.

In retrospect, the reason that HRT surfaces behave so differently is simple to state. It is
well known that extrema of a function can occur either at stationary points, or at the edge
of the allowed domain. In the absence of a cutoff and with natural boundary conditions,
the latter can be ruled out. But finite cutoffs provide an edge where extrema can arise, so
an HRT-like prescription that involves solving differential equations for stationary points of
the area functional can give very different results from applying a minimization procedure,
or indeed from restricted maximin.

One would like to derive our prescription from an appropriate path integral in parallel
with the cutoff-free arguments of [48] and [49]. One class of obstacles to doing so are un-
certainties regarding physics of the cutoff surface. If we momentarily ignore these issues we
may proceed as in [22]; see also [50, 51]. While those references focused on convex space-
times, in more general cases one would expect end-point effects similar to those described
above to naturally arise in studying the path integral. For example, if we study replica
geometries by preserving the original boundary conditions but introducing codimension 2
cosmic branes which source conical singularities, the path integral over cosmic brane lo-
cations will again often receive important contributions from configurations in which the
brane partially coincides with the boundary of the spacetime. This is particularly clear in
the Euclidean context where the dominant contribution comes from the configuration with
minimum action. As above, this minimum may well arise on the boundary of the space
of allowed cosmic brane solutions, and in particular where the cosmic brane itself partially
coincides with the boundary of spacetime5.

The fact that our restricted maximin procedure succeeds may be taken as evidence
supporting the utility of cutoff holography. However, it remains to better understand what
further structures might be implied. For example, the success of our procedure may also

5We thank Xi Dong and Henry Maxfield for discussions of this point.
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suggest that when a slice γ of the cutoff surface is achronal with respect to the bulk causal
structre, distinct points on γ correspond to independent degrees of freedom for any bulk
dual. This is also natural from the bulk point of view. But this viewpoint would in turn
imply that the entropy of a boundary region A should depend only on the appropriate notion
of a domain of dependence of A, perhaps as determined by the causal structure of the bulk
rather than the causal structure of the boundary. And this statement is precisely what fails
in the example of section 2.1.1, where the area of the restricted maximin surface for AB
depends in detail on the choice of codimension 2 surface γ. It would thus be interesting to
investigate such issues further, perhaps by studying T T̄ deformations or their analogues in
higher dimensions.
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A Mmγ(A) is mostly contained in the interior of D(γ) and in γ itself

This appendix contains some addition results concerning the possible intersections of re-
stricted maximin surfaces with ∂D(γ) that can be easily proven using the techniques of
section 3, but which are not required for our main results. In particular, we saw in the first
example from section 2.1 that Mmγ(A) can intersect γ. The proofs of the claims below
establish that, up to possible sets of measure zero, Mmγ(A) is contained in the union of
the interior of D(γ) and γ itself. We focus below on excluding open sets of Mmγ(A) from
L+, but analogous arguments clearly also hold for L−.

Claim 4. Suppose that p ∈ L+ has θ+ ≥ 0 (where θ+ is the expansion of the null generators
of L+). For any boundary region A, there does not exist a subset V ⊂ Mmγ(A), open in
Mmγ(A), such that p ∈ V and V ⊂ L+.

Proof. Suppose that such regions A and V exist. There must exist a surface Σ ∈ Cγ such
that Mmγ(A) = min(A,Σ). Because Σ is an achronal surface containing V ⊂ L+ and γ,
Σ must contain the part of the null generator of L+ containing p that lies to the past of
p. Because θ+ ≥ 0 at p, the null generic condition requires θ+ > 0 for any point in L+ to
the past of p. But since Claim 1 forbids Mmγ(A) from lying along this generator of L+,
we see that deforming Mmγ(A) in the −k direction at the point p keeps the surface in Σ

and that this deformation reduces its area (since θ+ > 0). This contradicts the fact that
Mmγ(A) = min(A,Σ), so A, V cannot exist.

Claim 5. Suppose that p ∈ L+ has θ+ < 0. Then p cannot be in Mmγ(A) for any A.
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Proof. Let Σ be a Cauchy surface on which Mmγ(A) is minimal, and consider the future-
ingoing directed null congruence N orthogonal to Mmγ(A). Since it is nowhere to the future
of L+ and θ+ < 0, we must have θk,N < 0 by Corollary zero. But any p ∈ Mmγ(A) must
have θk,N = 0 by Claim 2. So p cannot lie in L+.

In fact, the argument for Claim 5 also applies at caustics or nonlocal intersections (i.e.,
at all points where θ+ is ill defined). In such cases, deforming Σ to the past again causes
the area of any surface min(A,Σε) to exceed Mmγ(A), contradicting the maximization step
of the maximin procedure. We formalize this result in the following statement

Claim 6. Suppose θ+ is ill defined or diverges at p ∈ L+. Thus p ∈ L+ lies on a caustic
or nonlocal self intersection of L+ by Theorem 1 of [44]. Then for any boundary region A,
there does not exist a subset V ⊂ Mmγ(A) open in Mmγ(A) such that p ∈ V and V ⊂ L+.

Proof. Same as above.
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